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1. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY 
Let R = (R, GR) be an abstract Witt ring in the terminology of [3], i.e., GR 
is a group of exponent 2 and R is a quotient of the integral group ring Z [Gs] 
with the torsion subgroup, R,, of the additive group of R being 2-primary. 
By replacing G, by the subgroup of the multiplicative group R. generated by 
-1 and the image of Gs, we may assume -1 E GR c R *. Throughout this 
paper we assume that all Witt rings are normalized in this way. If I denotes 
the unique ideal of index 2 in R, the mapping qR : G, x G, + 1*/I” defined by 
qR(a, b) = (1 - a)( 1 - b) is a quaternionic mapping, i.e., qR satisfies 
(A) qR is symmetric and bilinear, 
(B) Ma, a) = da, -1) Vu E G. 
We say that qR is linked if qR also satisfies 
(L) qR(u, b) = qR(c, d) 2 3x E G such that q,(u, b) = q,(u, x) and 
9R(G 4 = 9R(G xl* 
Details on linked quaternionic mappings may be found in [8]. 
The topological space of ring homomorphisms R --t Z will be denoted by 
X=X(R). In case qR is linked, elements of X(R) may be viewed as group 
homomorphisms 0: G, + { f 1 } satisfying (i) ~(-1) = -1 and (ii) 
qR(6, ub) = 1, o(u) = 1 implies o(b) = 1, see [9, Sect. 21. X(R) is compact, 
Hausdorff and totally disconnected with subbase being given by the Harrison 
subsets IV(a) = {u E X / u(a) = -1 }, a E G,. R is said to satisfy SAP if this 
subbase is actually a base for the topology on X. 
We begin Section 2 by showing that for every reduced Witt ring R (i.e., 
R, = 0) which satisfies SAP, qR is linked. This permits us to apply the form 
theory developed in [S] in this situation. All forms discussed will be forms 
from this theory. Our main goal in Section 2 is to obtain bijections 
-?Y’-+ 2 -+ K, where ?@” is the class of reduced Witt rings satisfying SAP, .5? 
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is the class of Boolean rings and F is the collection of all equivalence 
classes of Pythagorean SAP fields under the equivalence relation F N K iff 
IV(F) z W(K) (W(F) denotes the Witt ring of F). In particular, it is shown 
that every reduced Witt ring which satisfies SAP is the Witt ring of a field, 
as shown by T. Craven. We close Section 2 by studying the relationship 
between the properties of the space of orderings X(R) and the algebraic 
properties of the Boolean ring associated to R. 
In Section 3 a few applications of Boolean rings to quadratic form theory 
are given. The results obtained are new even for quadratic forms over fields. 
In particular, atomic and complete Witt rings are defined and the 
relationship between atoms and rigid elements is investigated. We give 
necessary and sufficient conditions under which a Witt ring R is isomorphic 
to the Witt ring direct product ni Hi and it is shown that in a reduced Witt 
ring R which satisfies SAP with 1 G, 1 = 2”, the number of elements with 
ID((l, a))/ = 2k is given by the binomial coefficient (I) (here D((1, a)) 
denotes the set of elements of G, represented by the binary form (1, a >). 
2. THE BIJECTION~ W-+ 9 --t .F 
Throughout this section a Boolean ring B will be a r&g with 1 such that 
every element is an idempotent (b* = b Vb E B). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If R is a reduced Witt ring which satisfies SAP, then 
qR is a linked quaternionic mapping. 
Proof Since (A) and (B) hold for an arbitrary Witt ring, it suffices to 
shown that (L) holds for qR. If q,&a, b) = qR(c, d), then -a - b + ab + 
c + d-cd ~1~. But by [8, Lemma 3.101 we must have 1 -a-b +ab= 
I-c-d+cd in R. Since R satisfies SAP, we may write 
W(u) n W(b) = W(x) and W(c) (7 W(d) = W(y) for some x, y E GR . Let 
u E X(R). u(x) = -1 iff u(a) = u(b) = -1 iff o(c) = u(d) = -1 iff o(y) = -1. 
Since R is reduced, x = y. We claim -b + ab = x - ax in R. Here again, it is 
enough to show o(-b + ab) =u(-x + ax) Vu EX(R). Let u EX(R). If 
u(x) = -1, then u(a) = u(b) = -1 and u(-b + ub) = u(-x + ax) = 2. If 
u(x) = 1 and u(u) = -1, then u(b) = 1 and u(-b + ub) = u(-x + ax) = -2. 
Finally, if u(x) = 1 and a(a) = 1, then a(-b + ab) = u(-x + ax) = 0. 
Similarly, -d+cd=-x+cx; hence 1 -a-b+ab= I-a-x+ax and 
1 - c - d + cd = 1 - c - x + cx. Consequently, q&z, b) = qR(u, x) and 
qidc, 4 = qR(c, xl. 
Suppose R is a reduced Witt ring which satisfies SAP. Generalizing an 
idea of Kaplansky and Shaker [4, Sect. 41 we let B, = G, and define + and 
* on B, as follows: 
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a + b = a . b, where a is the multiplication on G,, 
a * b = c, where W(a) n W(b) = W(c). 
Recall that the existence of c above is guaranteed since R satisfies SAP. 
Equivalently, a * b = c, where qR(a, b) = qR(- 1, c). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Under the operations of + and * deJined above, B, 
becomes a Boolean ring. 
Proof. Since R is reduced, x = y iff W(x) = W(y); thus * is well-defined. 
Every element of B, is an idempotent since W(a) n W(a) = W(a) and notice 
that the identity role is played by -1, i.e., W(a)n W(-1) = W(a). It 
remains to show 
(i) Associativity. Let a, b, c E B, and suppose a * b =x, x * c = s, 
b * c = y and a * y = t. Then W(a) n W(b) = W(x), W(x) n W(c) = W(s), 
W(b) n WC) = WY> and W(a) n W(y) = W(t). To show (a * b) * c = 
a * (b * c) it suffices to show that W(s) = W(t). But W(s) = W(x) n W(c) = 
W(a)n W(b)n W(c) = W(a)n W(y) = W(t). 
(ii) Distributivity. Let a, b,c E B, and suppose a * (bc) =x and 
(a t b)(a * c) = yz where qR(a, bc) = qR(--1, x), qR(a, 6) = qR(--1, y) and 
a&, c) = qR(-1, z). Then qs(-1, x) = q&z, bc) = q,&z, b) q&, c) = 
qR(-1, yz). Since R is reduced, x = yz as desired. 
Recall [8, Sect. 31 that two linked quaternionic mappings ql: 
G, x G, -rB, and q2: G, x G, -+ B, are said to be equivalent (ql N q2) if 
there is a group isomorphism a: G, + G, such that a(-l)= -1 and 
ql(a, b) = 1 iff q,(a(a), a(b)) = 1. By [8, Corollary 3.6.1 q1 - q2 iff W(q,) GZ 
WI*). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) If B is a Boolean ring, then qg: B, x B, -+ B, 
defined by qB(u, b) = a . b is a linked quaternionic mapping (the Witt ring 
associated with qe will be denoted by W(B)). 
(ii) For two Boolean rings B,, B,, we have B, z B, z$qs, N qs,. 
Proof (i) B under addition is a group of exponent 2 and clearly qB is 
bilinear and symmetric. For the distinguished element we choose the identity 
for the multiplication on B and notice that qe(a, a) = a = qe(l, a), thus (A) 
and (B) hold. To show that (L) holds, suppose ab = cd and choose x = ab. 
Since ab = a(ab) and cd = c(cd) = c(ab), clearly qB(a, b) = q,(a, x) and 
qe(c, d) = q,(c, x). This proves (i). 
(ii) If a: B, + Bz is a ring isomorphism, then qB,(a, b) = 0 iff ab = 0 
iff a(a) a(b) = 0 iff %,(a(a), a(b)) = 0. Conversely, there is a group 
isomorphism a: B, + B, such that a(l)= 1 and qB,(a, b)= qB,(c, d) iff 
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= e,(a(c), a(d)) by [8, (14)]. Taking d = 1, we obtain ab = c 
a(c). Consequently, a(ab) = a(c) = a(u) a(b). 
We remark in passing that Proposition 2.3(ii) yields an interesting little 
Boolean ring result, i.e., a group isomorphism a: B, --) B, is a ring 
isomorphism if and only if a(1) = 1 and ub = 0 X+ a(u) a(b) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If R is a reduced Witt ring which satisfies SAP, then 
qR -&JR’ 
ProoJ Recall that B, = G, as groups so that qR: GR x G, -+ 12/13 and 
qBR: G,xG,+G,.Toshowq,-qBR it suffices to show that qR(a, b) = 0 in 
1*/13 iff qBR(u, b) = 1 in G,. 
qR(-1, c). Consequently, 
Now, qBI((a, b) = a * b = c, where qR(u, b) = 
qB,(u, b) = 1 iff c = 1. But c = 1 iff qR(-1, c) = 0, 
i.e., iff q,(u, b) = 0. 
For a Boolean ring l3, Craven [l] has constructed a Pythagorean SAP 
field B such that Spec(B) is homeomorphic to X(F), the space of orderings 
on F, and B is isomorphic to H(F), the Boolean ring of clopen subsets of 
X(F) under symmetric difference and intersection. Our next result shows that 
even more is true, namely, W(F) z W(B). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If B is a Boolean ring, then there exists a Pythagorean 
SAPJield FB with W(FJ z W(B). 
ProojY Let FB be the Pythagorean SAP field constructed in [ 1, 
Theorem 81, Then B z H(FB). By Proposition 3.2, B,(,, is a Boolean ring. 
Define a: B W(F) +H(F,) by a(u) = W(u). a is clearly bijective. a(ub) = 
W(ub) = [ W(-a) n W(b)] U [W(u) n W(-b)] = W(a) f W(b), a(-I) = 
W(-l), and u+b=l iff W(u)nW(b)= W(1) iff a(a)a(b)=O. By the 
remark following Proposition 2.3 we have B z H(FB) 2 BWcF, . By 
Proposition 2.3(ii), qe - qBwcn. Consequently, W(R) z W(P) by 
Proposition 2.4 and [8, Corollary 3.61. 
We now summarize these results in the following. 
THEOREM 2.6. For r, 9 and 7 us defined in the introduction, the 
maps V-t 9 and 9 -+Y given by R --t B, and B + FB are bijections 
satisfying R z W(B,) and W(B) z W(F,). 
Proof: The surjectiveness of the first map follows from [8, 
Corollary 3.5 1, Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.3(ii). More specifically, for 
a Boolean ring B, qB - qwtB) * qB - qBwcBJ * B z B,,, . Injectiveness follows 
from Proposition 2.3(ii), Proposition 2.4 and [8, Corollary 3.61, i.e., 
BR~‘R,~q,s-q%p,jqRNqR1 => R z R’. The surjectiveness of the second 
map follows from Propositions 2.5, [8, Corollaries 3.5, 3.61 and, 
Proposition 2.4, i.e., if F is a Pythagorean SAP field, then 
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W(PDw,,,) 2 W(B,,,,) 1 W(F). Injectiveness follows from Proposition 2.5 
and Proposition 2.3(ii), i.e., W(F,) z W(PB,) 3 W(B) z W(B’) *B r B’. 
Finally, R 2 W(B,) is Proposition 2.4 and W(B) E W(P,) is Proposition 2.5. 
Following [S], a subgroup A of G, will be called a subspace of GR if 
A” = A. We will denote the collection of all subspaces of G, by S(R). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a reduced Witt ring which satisfies SAP. 
(1) X(R) = non-trivial ring Hom(B,, Z,) = Spec(B,)\(B, }. 
(2) S(R) is th e collection of ideals of B,, 
(3) The binary value sets of R are precisely the principal ideals of B, . 
Proof (1) We write Z, = { fl} with multiplication denoted by *, i.e., 
E * 6 = - 1 iff E = 6 = - 1. Let u E X(R). u is clearly a group homomorphism 
from B, onto Z,. Now, u(a * b) = c(c) where W(a) n W(b) = W(c); thus 
u(a * b) = -1 iff u(a) = u(b) = -1. Consequently, o(a * b) = u(a) * u(b). On 
the other hand, if 0: B, + Z, is a non-trivial ring homomorphism then we 
need only show that if q,(b, ab) = 1 and u(a) = 1, then u(b) = 1. But 
qR(b, ab) = 1 implies that b * ab = 1, hence 1 = o(b * ab) = u(b) * u(ab) = 
u(b) * (u(a) u(b)) = u(b) * u(b) = u(b). 
(2) Let A E S(R) and suppose b E B,, d E A. To show b * d E A it 
suffices to show that b * d E A”. Let u E A’ and write b * d = c, where 
W(b) n W(d) = W(c). Then u(d) = 13 u(c) = 1 +-c E Ail. Now suppose Z 
is an ideal of B, and let a E I”. If a @ Z, then choose a maximal ideal M of 
B, containing Z but not containing a. u: B, --t B, defined by u(x) = 1 iff 
x E M is in Z1 contradicting the fact that a E I”. Consequently Z = I-’ and 
Z E S(R). 
(3) We claim D(( 1, a)) = Z,, the ideal generated by a. Since 
aED((l,a)), Z,zD((l,a)) follows from (2). If xED((l,a)), then 
(1, -x) ‘v (-a, ax); hence ( 1, 1, -x, -x) N (1, -x, -a, ax). Consequently 
W(x) n W(a) = W(x) and x = x * a, i.e., x E Z,. 
We conclude this section by showing that the overlap of Theorem 2.6 and 
16, Theorem 1.61 is just in the finite case. Recall [6, Definition 1.11 that 
X(R) is said to have finite chain length if G, satisfies the descending chain 
condition on binary value sets. We next show that for every reduced Witt 
ring which satisfies SAP such that X(R) has finite chain length, G, must be 
finite. In view of Proposition 2.7(3) it is enough to prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Zf B is a Boolean ring with the descending chain 
condition on principal ideals, then B is finite. 
Proof. Assume B is infinite. We define inductively a sequence of non- 
zero elements a,, a*,... with ai. aj=O if i#j. Let b, E B, b, #O. Pick 
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a, # 0 with the property that Z*, ?Z,, but Za,$ZY 3 y =O. Now suppose 
a, ,..,, a, _ i have been defined. Let b, = 1 + a, t ... t u,-, . We claim 
b,#O. If b,=O, then 1 =a, + ... +a,-,. Consequently, for any xEB, 
x=xu, + *** + xu,-,. Since ZxoI c I,,, xuj = 0 or uj. This implies that 
a, ,***, U “-, generate B, contradicting the fact that B is infinite; thus b, # 0. 
Choose a, # 0 such that I,” I> Za, but Za,$ Z,, * y = 0. Now, write a, = rb, 
for some r E B and let i < rz. Upon multiplying by a, we obtain UiUn = 
r(u,+u,)=O. We claim Zbi$Zbi+,. Since bi+, =bi+lbi, clearly Zbi3Zbi+,. 
On the other hand, if bi = rbi+ r, then upon multiplying by a,, , we obtain 
ui+l = 0; thus Z+ Z,i+, . This yields a descending chain of principal ideals, a 
final contradiction. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Throughout this section (Z?, GR) will be a strongly representational Witt 
ring (in the terminology of [2]) satisfying the following Arason-Pfister 
property: 
AP(3): If f is a form satisfying dim(J) < 8 andf E Z3, then f N 0. 
Hence by [8, Theorem 3.8(ii)] we are assuming qR is linked. For a E GR let 
Q(u) = {e(u, x) ( x E G} and let D(oo) = {x E GR ( u(x) = 1, Vu E X(R)}. 
An element a E G,\D( co) will be called an atom of R if 1 Q(u)] = 2. Notice 
that if R happens to be reduced and satisfies SAP, then the atoms of R are 
precisely the atoms of the Boolean ring B,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a E G,, and consider the following statements: 
(1) a is an atom of R. 
(2) D((1, -a)) is th e set of positive elements for some o, E X(R). 
(3) W(u) = {a,} for some u. E X(R). 
(4) a 6S D( co) and Vx E G, , W(-a) n W(x) = W(x) or W(ux). 
In general (1) o (2) S- (3) * (4). Zf R is reduced, statements (1) through (4) 
are equivalent. 
ProoJ (1) =z- (2). Define u,: GR --) {f I} by u,(x) = 1 iff q,&, x) = 1. u. 
is clearly a group homomorphism. D(( 1, -a)) = Ker ua since x E D(( 1, -a)) 
iff qR(u, x) = 1. Also, qR(u, -1) # 1 else -1 E D(co); hence 0,(-l) = -1. It 
remains to show that e(b, cb) = 1, u,(c) = 1 *u,(b) = 1. Assume 
u,(b) = -1. We have (1, c) N (b, cb), (1, -a) N (c, -UC) and 
-b E D(( 1, -a)). Consequently, (1, 1, -a) N (1, c, -UC) 1: (b, cb, -UC); thus 
- 1 = b(-6) E D(( 1, 1, -a, -a>). It follows that a E D( co), a contradiction. 
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(2)*(l) Let xEG,. If a,(x)= 1, then qR(a,x)= 1. If a,(x)=-1, 
then qR(a, -x) = 1 and q&z, x) = qR(a, -1). Since -1 & D((1, -a)), 
qR(a, -1) # 1; thus 1 Q(a)] = 2 and a is an atom. 
(2) +- (3) Clearly u, defined in (2) is in IV(a). Suppose u E IV(a) and 
let x E G,. If u,(x) = 1, then q,Ju,x) = 1; hence (a,~) N- (1, ax) and 
u(x) = 1. Conversely, if u(x)= 1, then (1, -a) & (-x, xu); hence 
qR(u, -x) # 1 and u,(x) = 1. This shows u = ua. 
(3)* (4) BY (3), IV(-a) = X(R)\{u,}. If ua 66 W(x), then 
IV(-a) n W(x) = W(x). If ua E W(x), then ua 65 IV(ax); hence 
W(-a) n W(x) = W(ux). 
(4) * (3) Since a & D(co), IV(u) # 0. Suppose u,, u, E R’(u) and let 
xEG,. If IV(-a) n W(x) = W(x), then u,(x) = u*(x) = 1. If 
kV(-a) f’? W(x) = IV(ux), then u,(ux) = u2(ux) = 1, i.e., u,(x) = u?(x) = -1. 
Therefore u, = u2. 
(4) * (1) (assuming R is reduced). Let x E G,. If IV(-a) n W(x) = 
W(x), then (La,-x,--ax)- (1, 1,-x,-x); hence q,(u,x)= 1. If 
W(-a) n W(x) = W(ux), then (1, a, -x, M) N (1, 1, -ax, -ax); hence 
qR(a, x) = qR(-1, a). Since a $ D(co), ql(-1, a) # 1; thus jQ(u)l = 2 and a 
is an atom of R. 
We will denote the collection of all atoms of R by A(R). For an element 
a E A(R), u, will always denote the element of X(R) defined in Proposition 
3.1(2). An element r # 1 in G, will be called rigid if q&(-r, x) = 1 implies 
x = 1 or r, and the collection of all rigid elements of R will be denoted by 
D(R >. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If R is reduced, A(R) c D(R). If R also satisfies SAP, 
then A(R) = D(R). 
ProoJ Let a E A(R) and suppose qR(-u, x) = 1. One of qR(u, x) or 
qR(u, -x) must be 1, else a ED(a). If qR(u, x) = 1, then 
1 = q,(--a,~) qR(u, x) = qa(-1, x). Since R is reduced, x = 1. If 
qR(u, -x) = 1, then qR(u, -1) = qR(u, x) =4,(-l, x); hence 4,(-l, ax) = 1 
and x = a. Consequently, a E D(R). Now suppose R also satisfies SAP and 
let rED(R) and xEG,. Write qR(r, x) = q,(-1, c) for some c E G,. 
qR(-r, c) = qR(-1, c) e(r, c) = qR(r, cx). It follows that (1, r, -c, -rc) 1: 
(1, -r, -cx, rcx). By [8, Theorem 2.81 there exists y E D(( 1, -c, -rc)) such 
that --I E D((r, y)). C onsequently, qR(-ry, -ry) = qk, y) qR(--Y, -r) = 1 
and r = --y. This implies that (1, r, -c, -rc) is isotropic; hence qR(-r, c) = 1. 
But r E D(R), so c = 1 or r. If c= 1, then qR(r,x) = 1. If c = r, then 
qR(r, x) = 4+,(-l, r). This shows that r E A(R). 
Recall [7, Proposition 3.11 that direct products exist in the category of 
strongly representational Witt rings. Our next goal is to establish necessary 
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and sufficient conditions under which a Witt ring R is isomorphic to n Hi. 
We will say that R is atomic if G,\{-I} = UaEatR) D((1, -u)). Notice that if 
R is atomic, then R must be reduced. This follows since if x E D(co), 
--x @ Unsm D(( 1, -a)). We say that R is complete if for every subset 
ScG,, there exists x E G, such that q,(s, -x) = 1, Vs E S, and if 
q,(s, -w) = 1, Vs E G, and some w E G,, then q,Jx, -w) = 1. Notice that in 
the case that R is reduced and satisfies SAP, R is atomic (complete) iff B, is 
atomic (complete). 
THEOREM 3.3. R E fli Zi if and only $ R is complete, atomic and 
satisfies SAP. 
Proof If RrJJizi, then G,~n~{kl}~ and qR=niqZi. Let 
x, y E G, . qzi(xi, yi) = 1 or 4=,(-l, -1); hence we may write qR(x, y) = 
qR(-1, c) where ci = 1 if qr,(xi, yi) = 1 and ci =.-1 if q4(xi,, yi) = 
qr,(-1, -l).,This shows R satisfies SAP. The elements aJ defined by a: = 1 if 
i#j and a{=-1 if i=j are atoms of R since qR(u/,x)= 1 if xj= 1 and 
qR(aj, x) = qR(-1, a’) if xi = -1. Let d E GR and suppose dk = -1 for some 
k. Then qR(-d, a”) = 1 and a, E D((1, d)); thus R is atomic. Finally, let 
S c G, and define x E G, by xi = - 1 iff Si = - 1 for some s E S. 
qR(s, -x) = 1, Vs E S. Suppose qR(s, -w) = 1, Vs E S, and let s E S. If 
si = - 1 then wi = -1. Consequently qR(x, -w) = 1 and R is complete. 
Conversely, let A(R) = {a,}ip,. Define a: G * ntE, {* l}i by a( = u,~(x). 
a is clearly a group homomorphism. Suppose a,,(x) = u&y), Vi E I. Then 
a,,(xy) = 1, Vi E I. Since R is atomic, xy = 1; hence a is injective. Let E be 
an arbitrary element of nis, { f 1 }i and let A E A(R) be those atoms of R 
with (~,,(a~) = cl. Since R is complete, there exists x E GR minimal with 
respect to the property that qR (ai, x) = qR(- 1, a,), Vai E A. If c1 E A (R) - + 
and s,(a, x> = s,(-1, a>, then Vai E A, q&t, xa> = d-1, 4 q&i, a) = 
qR(-1, ai) (qR(ai, a) = 1, else qR(-1, Ui) = qR(-1, a) which forces ai = a). 
Also, qR(xu, x) = qR(-1, x) qR(a, X) = qR(-1, ax). The minimality of x forces 
xc =x and thus a = 1, a contradiction. Consequently qR(u, x) = qR(-1, a) 
implies a EA. We have u,~(x) = -1 iff ai E A, i.e., a(x) = E, and a is 
surjective. Now, let c, d E G, and write qR(c, d) = ql( - 1, e) for some 
eE G,. Suppose a,(( 1, -c, -d, cd)) = 0, Vu E A(R). Then o,(e) = 1, 
Vu E A(R). Since R is atomic, e = 1; thus qR(c, d) = 1. Consequently, 
e(c, d) = 1 iff u~,(( 1, -c, -d, cd)) = 0, Va, E A(R), iff qLj(a(c), a(d)) = 1. By 
[8, Corollary 3.61, R z n,,, Zi. 
We conclude this section with a few applications to the case when GR is 
finite. 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) Zf H is a subgroup of G, generated by n distinct rigid 
atoms, then IHI = 2”. 
(ii) Zf G, is generated by a set of atoms, then R satisfies SAP. 
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ProojI (i) Clearly (HI < 2”. To show the equality, it suffkes to show that 
no product of distinct rigid atoms can equal 1. Assume 1 = a, . . . ak, 
UiEA(R)f-ID(R). s ince l&A(R), we may assume k>2. Let 2<j<k. 
Since a, # 1, aj, a, & D(( 1, aj)); hence -Uj 6? D(( 1, -a,)). Consequently, 
ajED((l,-a,)). But then a, =a2a3 ... akED((l,-a)). This implies 
a, E D(co), a contradiction. 
(ii) Let x,y~G,. Write x=a,...a,,, ai~A(R). qR(x,y)= 
4&, *-* a,, Y) = 4&l, Y) *** qR(an, y)=qR(-1,z) for some z E G, since 
qR(ai, y) = 1 or qR(-1, ai). SAP now follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose 1 G, ( = 2” and let s be the number of rigid atoms 
of R. Then s < n with equality holding if and only if R is reduced and 
satisfies SAP. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4(i), s < n. If s = n, then G, is generated by the n 
rigid atoms. By Lemma 3.4(ii), R satisfies SAP. Let x E G,. If 
xkzD((l,-a)) f or some rigid atom a, then -x E D(( 1, -a)) for every rigid 
atom aEG,. Since D((1, x)) is a group containing all rigid atoms, 
D((1, x)) = G,. Let a be a rigid atom. -a E D(( 1, x)) so -x e D(( 1, a)); 
hence x= -1 or -a. Clearly x# -a, else a E D(co); thus x= -1. This 
shows that G\{-1 I = UaGatRJmcRj D( (1, -a)); in particular, R is atomic and 
hence R is reduced. Conversely, if R is reduced and satisfies SAP, then 
IX(R)1 = n. Since R satisfies SAP, there are ai E G, such that ai = -1, 
uj(a,) = 1 for i # j. By Proposition 3.1(3), these a, are atoms. By 
Proposition 3.2, they are also rigid. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If R is reduced and satisfies SAP and 1 G, ) = 2”, then 
the number of elements x of G, with I D(( 1, x))l = 2k is given by the binomial 
coefficient ( z ). 
Proof. Let a, ,..., a, be the n atoms of R. Every element of G, can be 
expressed as a product of these atoms. Let x E GR and write x = a, .a. ak. 
We claim D(( 1, x)) = H,, ,..., ak, the subgroup generated by a L ,..., ak. By 
comparing signatures clearly a, E D(( 1, x)), i = l,..., k; hence H,, ,,.., ax E 
D((l,x)). On the other hand let y E D((l, x)) and suppose y= b, .a. b,, 
bt E A(R). Assume bi & {a,,..., ak} for some i. Then there exists u E X(R) 
such that u(aJ = 1, i = l,..., k, and u(b,) = -1 since R satisfies SAP. But 
then u(y)= -1, contradicting yE D((l,x)); hence D((~,x))=H,,,...,,~. 
Consequently the number of elements with 1 D(( 1, x)) = 2k is the same as the 
number of elements which are products of k distinct atoms, i.e., (II ). 
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